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Letter from President Duncan

President Duncan extends a welcome to the
Class of 2010 while noting some changes to
Rollins academic policies.
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Orientation Schedule

Philosophy of the Honor Code

New student orientation starts with a bang on
August 15. Keep up with all of the events with
the Orientation Schedule.
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Interim Dean of the Faculty Hoyt Edge lists the
pertinent facts about the new academic honor
code.
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Changing Faces, Changing Places
Rochelle Siegel
the sandspur
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ease Control, recommends
that people wash their hands
often in order to prevent the
risk of catching any kind of
disease. More information is
available about the avian flu
at www.pandemicflu.gov or
www. cdc. go v/flu/a vian.
New Writing Center Coordi. nator
Over the summer some
1 im changes were also made to
The Writing Center. There is
a new coordinator to The
S 4
Writing Center, Peter Ives.
He is looking forward to the
new year and is looking forward to getting to know as
many students as he can.
H Make an appointment for
) the Writing Center and stop
by his office and give his you
feedback on what you think

Roger Casey Becomes
Provost
Roger Casey, the former
dean of the faculty and an
English professor, has been
promoted. He is now the
pp
college provost and vice
president for academic affairs at Rollins College.
After being at the college
for only a little over 5 years
he has helped to make it a
g HP
better place. The launch of
the academic programs in
biochemistry, film, Asian
lit
studies, Latin American
studies, sustainable develop'""™7
I (;
ment, community engagement, internationalization
and the arts have all been
JASON WAY / T h e Sandspur
headed by Mr. Casey himBEAUTIFYING CAMPUS: Many changes have occurred over the summer while students were
self.
away. Campus officials worked endless hours to make the campus a welcoming home.
President Lewis Duncan
believes that "Roger's inno- both interviewed and quot- sizes so keeping the ratio of Plan which will provide invative thinking and knowl- ed in The New York Times, students to faculty low is im- struction on handling any
potential emergency.
edge of the College will con- Forbes, The Chronicle of portant.
Avian Flu Emergency Plan
Rollins Emergency Optribute significantly to out Philanthropy, USA Today,
erations
Team is now lookNews
reports
say
that
CNN,
CBS
and
more.
efforts to further enhance the
ing
into
how an outbreak
bird
infected
with
the
avian
Before he became a
Rollins experience."
Dean Casey has a lot on member of the Rollins com- flu could reach the United could possibly affect stuhis resume that will help munity he served as an asso- States by the end of this year, dents both short-term and
Rollins become an even bet- ciate dean and professor at so what is Rollins doing to long-term. Rollins is working with local and statewide
ter College than it already is. Birmingham-Southern Col- keep students safe?
No one really knows organizations on keeping a
He received both his mas- lege in Alabama. But now
what
is going to happen close eye on the avian flu.
his
main
concerns
lie
within
ter's and doctorate's degrees
The flu has not yet hit
with the bird flu but it is imin English from Florida State Rollins.
While at Rollins he has portant to take all precau- the United States so there" is
University. His bachelor of
arts degree was received seen a record growth and tions necessary just in case no reason to panic at this
from Furman University lo- quality in the enrollment of something does end up hap- point but there is a possibilicated in his native state of students, but has still been pening. Rollins, like many ty that anything could hapable to keep the student/fac- other schools around the pen and it is better to be
South Carolina.
ulty
ratio to 11:1. Rollins is United States, has prepared ready than not prepared.
His education has defiThe CDC, Center for Disnitely paid off, he has been known for its smaller class an Emergency Preparedness

^H

is working or not working at

the Writing Center, he would
be happy to hear from you.
Stolen Items Recovered
If you remember back in
January it was reported that
several items had been
stolen out of campus housing. Campus security recently reported that 89% of
those items have been recovered. More on this in the upcoming Sandspur issue.
Changes in Color
Many changes occurred
throughout the campus to
enhance the beauty and vision of the Rollins community. Both Chase Hall and Orlando Hall have recieved a
brand new paint job. Renovations have also occurred in
Holt Hall and Rollins Hall.

Winter Park Police Receive Prestigous Award
Rochelle Siegel
the sandspur
The 2005 nationally recognized Crown Community
and City Spirit Award were
awarded to the Winter Park
Police Department. Not only
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has the Winter Park Police
Department won these two
2005 awards but they were
also awarded the 2005 International Association of
Chiefs of Police Law Enforcement challenge's Technology Special Award for the
second year in a row.
The Winter Park Police
Department should be very
proud of their winning. The
International Association of
Chiefs of Police Award is the
only one of its kind in the
United States. This award
was founded in 1893 in

Chicago as the National
Chiefs of Police Union.
The goals of the International Association of Chiefs
of Police include advancing
the science and art of the police industry. These advances will promote enhanced practices throughout
the law enforcement community.
Every year the Winter
Park Police Department
takes part in the Law Enforcement
challenge
to
show-off to the rest of the
nation all of their traffic-safe-

ty measures they use each
day.
The Winter Park Police
Department enforces top
quality safety measures
when monitoring traffic in
the area, thus the reason
why they were the winner of
the special Law Enforcement
Award. They have top-quality equipment to keep citizens safe. Take notice to the
confirmation lights attached
to the top of traffic lights
which allow police officers
to identify traffic offenders
and with this new technolo-

gy the amount of time spent
at a traffic stop can be reduced.
Another helpful technological advancement the
Winter Park Police are now
using are Variable Message
Boards which warn drivers
of upcoming construction on
the road ahead. These message boards will also let
drivers know of special
events that may be occurring
and thus the reason for
heavy or unusual traffic
flow. Emergency evacuation
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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President Dvmccm Welcomes New Students
tion as a premier liberal arts
college and a standard in
Rollins College President which we can all take pride.
It is now our responsibility,
It is a privilege to wel- individually and collectively,
come the Class of 2010, our to ensure the Honor Code's
other new students, and ad- success.
ditions to our talented faculAs I walk around camty and staff, as well as to greet pus, it is rewarding to see so
returning members of the many signs of pride in the
Rollins community.
College-Rollins shirts, Rollins
The 2006-07 school year license plates, and R-Fridays
promises to be packed with when the College communiopportunities for learning-in ty is encouraged to wear
the classroom, in the commu- Rollins colors and visit the
nity, and in the world.
Cornell Campus Center beThis year marks a miletween 7:30 a.m. and 10:30
stone in Rollins' history as we
a.m. for refreshments and inintroduce the Honor Code in
formal conversation.
both the Arts & Sciences and
Our first R-Friday of the
the Hamilton Holt School.
term will be August 25.1 look
A product of three years
forward to seeing you then
of dedicated effort, the Honor
and at College events
Code is a key instrument in
throughout the year, as we
building a campus commitSandspur Stock Photo
share the benefits of the
ted to integrity, trust, and
Dr.
Lewis
Duncan
enters
his
third
year
as
President
of
Rollins.
He
announces
the
use
of the new
Rollins experience.
shared responsibility. Just as
Rollins Academic Honor Code and that he will be continuing open hours during common hour.
faculty and students worked
President Duncan's "open
together to develop the code,
hour" with students, faculty,
they will continue to work toand staff will resume on
gether to facilitate its impleWednesday, August 23, at 12:30
mentation and educate our
p.m. in the Dorden Lounge
community about the code
/ant to get your business' name on our lips
(Cornell Campus Center).
and its importance.
Watch TJie Sandspur for dates of
Advertise with The Sandspur
This is a significant step
future afternoon and evening
for the College: one that will
Contact: advertising@thesandspur.org
"open hours."
bring Rollins further recogni
Dr. Lewis Duncan

EAT AT JOE'S!!!

A Welcome from the Mayor of Winter Park
Dear Students,
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to one of the finest and most
desirable cities in the United States in which to pursue a college degree. I
hope your summer months were filled with restful activities that have left
you energized and eager to begin or continue your college career. W e are
proud of our long-standing relationship with Rollins College, one of
America's finest schools, and look forward to forming new friendships with
all of you.
With Rollins College only a few blocks away, we hope you take advantage
of the fine restaurants and unique shopping Winter Park offers. The City of
Winter Park, with its rich heritage, abundant arts and cultural venues, vast
parks system, and beautiful chain of lakes, provides a very high quality of
life to its residents and visitors alike. Please visit our official Web site at
www.citvofwinteroark.org for complete details on all that W n t e r Park has to
offer.
Once again, welcome to the beautiful City of Winter Park, the City of Culture
and Heritage, and best wishes to you as you embark on new endeavors
and strive towards new goals.
Warmest Regards,

Courtesy of the City of Winter Park

Winter Park Mayor David C. Strong takes some time to extend
a true Winter Park Welcome to the new student residents.

David C. Strong
Mayor
City of Winter Park

Women's Studies at Rollins College
s a Minor in Women's Studies?
Check it out!
einfc

FALL 2006
COM 240
COM315L
. 1";
EDU
PHI;

o and the Law
Critical Media Studies
:>ol and Society
1 and
LJ s OlUU.lfcri>
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award received
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
routes will also be relayed to
drivers through message
boards.
Florida's winners of the
2005 Law Enforcement Challenge will be announced on
August 18, 2006, at the Walk
Disney World Resort. The
national awards ceremony

will be in October in Boston,
where the Winter Park Police Department will be nationally recognized.
Interested in learning
more about the Winter Park
Police Department, their history, and what they believe
in, visit their official website
at www.wppd.org.

2006-2007 Academic Calender
New Students Report - Tuesday; August 15
Returning Students Report - Saturday, August 19
Firsi: Day of Class - Monday, August 2 i
Schedule Changes (Drop/Add):
Monday, August 21, through Friday, August 25
Credit/No Credit Deadline - Friday, September 1
Drop without Notation Deadline - Friday, September 1

14,2006 - T H E
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Get to Know the Olin Library
It has often been said that the library is the intellectual center of
a college campus. The Olin Library provides access to over
300,000 books, thousands of online resources, and great study
spaces. Beyond serving as your source for research, the library
is the place to visit when you wish to check out a video, need a
quiet study space, want to surf the web, or even satisfy a latenight craving for a cup of coffee. Perhaps most importantly, it is
always a great place to turn when you need academic help. Librarians are happy to help students navigate through your most
challenging assignments.
Here are a few things you should know about the Olin Library:
-Your R-card is your library card
-Laptop computers may be checked out for use inside the building.

Labor Day Holiday (No Classes) - Monday, September 4
Fall Break (No Classes):
Saturday, October 7, through Tuesday, October 10
Drop without Penalty Deadline - Friday, October 27
Thanksgiving Recess (No Classes):
Wednesday, November 22, t h r o u g h Sunday, November 26
Classes End - Friday, December 1
Reading Days:
Saturday, December 2, and Sunday, December 3
Final Exams Monday, December 4, and Tuesday, December 5
Reading Day: Wednesday, December 6

-Private study rooms are available for group study sessions
-A multimedia area is equipped with the latest technology, including scanners,
color printers, DVD burners, and video-editing programs
-Librarians are available to guide students who are unfamiliar with the research
process or need help tackling an assignment
-The library is open Sunday through Thursday until midnight and until 6:00 p m
on -Friday and Saturday. A late night study area is available for computing and
studying.
-The Bookmark Cafe offers gourmet coffee from 3:00-10:00 pm, Monday
through Thursday

Final Exams:
Thursday, December 7, and Friday, December 8
(Contingency Days:
Monday, December 11, through F rid ay, December 15)

Attention International Business Majors!
International Business Majors: -The first day of
class, students not present will be dropped from the
registration for that course. -If you have met the requirements for INB 345, International Financial
Management, make certain that you register for it
for Spring 2007 (if you delay, there will likely not be
enough seats in fall 2007). -Dr. Christopher Lattem a n will be the International Guest Lecturer, spring
2007, and will offer two classes as INB electives. Drs. Lairson and Allon will team teach an INB elective, spring 2007, with a travel component to China
and other parts of Asia. -All INB majors should
change to INB faculty advisors, if they have not
done so.

Park Avenue Chop Shop

Are you an
Entrepreneur?
Or perhaps an aspiring one?
The Center for Entrepreneurship at Rollins College
provides events highlighting topics and entrepreneurs
to give you the keys to reach your dreams.
We look forward to seeing you at a future event!

Upcoming Entrepreneurship Events
September 14, 2006, 5:15 - 7:00pnvCrummer Hall, SunTrust Auditorium
Growing Your Business - Supporting Innovation and Creativity in Your Enterprise
September 28, 2006, 5:15 - 8:00pm, Crummer Hall, SunTrust Auditorium
Executives In Action Speaker Series
November 21, 2006, 5:15 - 8:00pm, Crummer Hall, SunTrust Auditorium
Executives In Action Speaker Series

Student Discounts!

RSVP at 407-691-1125 or by visiting http://asp2.rollins.edu/entre

Call: (407) 644-5070
Right Across the street from Panera!

ROLLINS COLLEGE
CRUMMER GRADUATE SCHOOL or BUSINESS
CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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A Welcome from Rollins Explorations
Greetings Class of 2010:
Welcome to Rollins College!
We are very excited that you have decided to
join our Rollins College Community. During your
time at Rollins you will be exposed to an exciting
and challenging academic curriculum, you will be
introduced to amazing faculty and staff, and you
will get the chance to start life long friendships.
College is an exciting journey and the Office of
Rollins Explorations is excited to be going on that
journey with each of you. Explorations is the
name we give to first year programs here at Rollins
because it reflects the nature of what all first year
students do when they get here-explore all that
our vibrant campus community has to offer.
Howard Thurman once said, "Do not ask yourself
what the world needs. Ask yourself what makes
you come alive, and then go do that. Because what
the world needs is people who have come alive."
As you begin your Rollins Exploration, we hope
that you will discover what you are passionate
about-what makes you come alive.
During my first year of college at the University of Missouri, the president of our Student Gov- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ COURTESY OF ROLLINS EXPLORATIONS
SMILING FACES: The Explorations Team, from the left: Cat, Doug, Nick, Nikkia, and Amy, and
ernment Association came into my Introduction to ready and eager to meet and work with the incoming first year class.
Leadership class to introduce himself and talk
about how to get involved on campus. He asked
us how many of us read the Maneater. There were
35 puzzled faces staring back at him, none of
which had any idea what the Maneater was. He
went on to explain it was our campus newspaper
and told us we should all read it in order to be better informed about our campus community and
the issues that were going on inside of it. It was at
that moment that I realized that the University of
Missouri was not there for me to take educations
and experiences away from, but rather I was at the
University in order to give to it my talents, passions, and knowledge in order to benefit the institution, my fellow classmates, and future generations of Mizzou students.
Rollins is the same as the University of Missouri. It's not here for your benefit, you are here
because you have been chosen to be a member of
our community. What skills, talents, passions, and
abilities are you going to bring into our community? What are you passionate about? What makes
you come alive? What difference are you going to
Communique is the student chapter of the Florida Public Relations
make on Rollins, your fellow classmates, and oth- Association at Rollins.Communique aims to provide students interers that fill the seats of our institution after you are
gone? The process of answering these questions is ested in public relations and communications opportunities to apply
a sometimes scary, yet often times exciting one. what they learn in class, network with other students and PR profesThe Office of Rollins Explorations, your RCC Fac- sionals, and build their professional resumes.
ulty members, and your Peer Mentors are here to
help you as you do your exploring and are privileged to get to travel on this journey with you.
Meetings will be held the 2nd Thursday of each M o n t h
Once again, congratulations on selecting the
in CSS Room 230 from
best Liberal Arts College in the South, and wel5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m
come to the Rollins Family!

Come find out how Communique

Sincerely,
Doug Little
Director, Rollins Explorations

If you have any questions, please visit our website at
www.rollins.edu/'communique or contact Communique President
Christopher McClure at cmcclure@rollins.edu.
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the J ourney' start s here

Fall 2006 Orientation Schedule
DIVE
9:00-5:00 pm

R O L L I N S EXPBDI

Jump out of your ;eep. off your boat, sp.o cut of your plane throw oft
your gear and begin preparatory, ios ysiur t i t e ! If you \w on eampsiv
j sdo«!0 repbri to you- Besj^hce Hat; first, then prooued t o Hie
Corneli Campus Center to sorwptete t^« process.

* « c i t a t i o n at R o l m C o l t e r is « f e > EXPEDITIONS ror the A * * reason that if marks
beginning of your success. .1 c o l l a t e ^
ft*fe

»

offer, I H * s*~<oy o „ . « t ^ o n M i

EXPEDITIONS is your first opportune IP ^ r n about all ct the proqr„<
frrttf-

5:00-7:00 p m
Dinner
Cores!! Csrrpus Center or Off Campus
No sen slop here! tnjciy dinner at the M a f e p f c e in the Cpfnelj Csmpas
CenIsr or -t: ari o?l i a s i y y i lotaUori c! your ctHx&triy.

you with canrpus, produce you to f a c i t y and tftf member,

and, m o * i m p o r t a n t cductf* you on ad of the • t f h g educational paths from whtfh vou have to choose.

> a first year student at Rollins College, you am about to * n * o r k on a a c h o l i c a d v e n t s
that will ^

you the opportunity to use your fcno^edqe and abiteies « raster a specife ,rea

o< academie Ortenfat.cn Worms you about the educational and extracurricular
r-sources Rollins offers, helping you to choose the best path for your

1:00-4:00 p m
Inforrration Technology Sessions
{sessions start every hour)
Olin library.M Hour Lab
What could help you o n your dive m ore t i a n a GPS devioe? Whatever dive
route you take, it defiritery helps to know how t i e techndogy at Rollins can
assist your journey. Come and join one o f these h formal on sessions that
start at the beg in ring of every hour.

Wednesday, August 16th:

DAY

BlYim

mi
GOMMuuian

9 JOO-10 JCO a m

D ive Team (RCC C lassj Meetings

RCC & Honors Classrooms
After at good right s rest you 11 m eet back up with your Peer Mentors .and i t long
last get to meet your RCC professor!
„
10:00-40) prn
SPARC
Afo.od SJw& C M fer faking to t
During SR4RC you will give hack to the Winter Park and Crlando communities
while getting t ) know t i e members o f y o u Dweleam much better. SPARC projects will take classes throughout the greater Orlando area and introduce -hem to
a variety of service project that w l l ignite a lifelm e of service and provide an o u t
let to conlnue g Wng" back to the l o c i com m unity throughout the netttfour years
at Rolins. After the projects conclude w e w i l return t> can pus for an on-campus celebralon and EBQ with m embers o f the Rolins. Winter Pa-k. and Orlando
community.
41)0-7:00 p m
D in netfParenG Depart
Cornell Campus Centeror OtT Campus
7 fiO-gjoo p m
o Me Tea m ( RCC c l a s } Meeti ngs: integrity t Honor on
the Expedition
tfibnd
Sports Center
Your Expedition at Rollins will be different from high school, filed with new
opportunities and choices t t a t will require you to m ake decisions about which
pathway your colege career will t averse. This required session w i l help you start
to delne your values, discover t i e values o f your fellow descent team m embers,
and see where these vdues intersect w i t i the core values and mission o f Rolins.
9 00- Mid night
ACE Presents: Laser l a g . Movie on Mills, and Casino
Night
rVW& lav® and Gateway Room
Joh y o u Peer Mentors and other members of the d a s o f 2010 for a right of
fun and games o n Mils Lawn and in t i e Galloway Room of the Mills Building.
Activities will ticlude an Expedilon tradilon—Casino Moht—a'ong with fast
paced Laser Tag games and a movie on Mils Lawn.

a^ Thursday, August 17th

t h e DIVE- b e g i n s
9X)0-1lB0am

D We Team (RCC C lass} Meetings

1:30 «i 2:30 p m
Pre-Medicine interest Sessions
8t&t>2?}
Are you interested in being t i e d ve t o at phry Stian ? Dr. Jim sm all, head of
the Pre-Medche Program at Rollins, w l l host these inform a i o n sessions for
students interested n careers in meddne, dentssuy, or veterinary meddne.
Come to this inform atonal session and learn more about the Pre-Med cine
curriculum and prog; am s you can take advantage of while at Rollins.
1:00 p m
Pie-Law interest Session
ess) 70
Professor Marvin Newm an.headoflhePre-Law Progam at Rollins, will host
•this inform atfon session about the dasses. programs, and experiences available at RoHtis to help prepare you for Law School.

12:30-1:30 p m

Lime h

7:00pm8350 p m
Few Hunt
rwftiavw
Join mem bers of the Residence Hall Association and Residentaf Life and scour
the oc ean to learn m ore about the locations o f cam pus biildngs and the rich
history o f the Rolins College Campus and earn your dass RCC Cup Points.
6:00-9300 p m

11:30 p m
Rotiins Explorations Presents: Trivia w i t h
Curtis Earth
Skillmm Halt, Cnrnpii Csmptn ,'~
ky-n RolllW 'ivvnne tnvia host. Cuais Earth, yo«i Peer iv-eritois. ;••
new nembe's of the Class of 2010 in a hurpcroos, enter*sin:r
fiileri ^*ries of trivia rontrits
•:

Cornet! Campcc Center

2:00-400 p m
Convocation
Alt'onii Sports Center
At Convocafon you'will be inteduced t o foe esteemed Rollins College
FacuHy, learn more about your impressive fellow dassm ates, and hear from
President Duncan, \0u1l also take part in Rolins' oftcial Matriculation
Ceremony and begin the tradilon o f signing -the Rollins Honor Code pledge.

450-600 pm
Deep Sea Module 1 *
The path tofoebottom of the ocean can at nries be challenging and d f l e d t .
in order to help you have a successful push into the depfos, we've created a
series o f Deep Sea Modules to help you descend effortlessry and successfully
into foe ocean. Please see 1he insert in your ortent a l o n folder for specific
times, localorc, and topics o ffoeDeep Sea Modules that your Dive learn will
be attonctng.

Dinner-

9:3(MO:30pm Off Can^Jus Student Assodatton Meeting
Oil Cur.jAi:. Student ••'\iyjdai;Vl: Lu:jny>!, B3&;i&:<> MMi Mtsm;:-^; 8;
For those divers living off cart-pus, come to this program and get |
pth@f off campu? < wdents and mensbers erf the o f f Camp
As*xiat«m.
ihe srsetmg wsil take pi-sce ^ the o f f campus sts
Association Lounge in the basement oi the Miiis MemcriaS auikiina i
into '.Uf W:h Suikiiriy vs;s ;ii<? M^lH i:iwri svuranw!, laki> ',Ur -,;«r-: • ••:•
right, bang a fight at the bottom anci uses going down the hs::wav to a
your "home away from home."

1:30-2300 p m
i Dive leam(RCC Crass) Meetings
/CC SHonoc Ctiesrcons
In -this dwe tarn m eeung you w l l learn aboutfoehistory and tradilon o f academic regalia and maticulalon at Rolins.

Corixtt Cxnpus Ce/>ftvor Off Campus

5:0Opm7DO p m

9:20-11:30 p m Residenje Hall Ffcoir Meetings
RftS^dfyKV
tprmose drvess living on carirpus, yc-u wii: -r:oet >vrtli you-1
guides, your Resident Assistants and the Residential Life Staff. Lea.-r
the Residence Haih yoa wli! caS home for the nex; year and the aandai
exjwetatioos pf your sorrvT-uniiy. Ait«r ;t;-:> H;s! fv'seUn:^ are QVCtr, VO
•o meet ycyr nev.' neighbors through sodal events pur. onfeythe T'.esi
Life stetff,

12:30-1:30 p m
Aceferated Management Prcgram(AMV) Luncft?
Dai»eS DownUnder, Corned Cxnpus Cefl fer
If you are in the AMP Program, join us for an AMP Lunch. Here you 11 meet*
other trst year AWP students and find out more information about foe
requirements and benefits offoeAWPprogam .

*00 pm
Expedition Group Photo fsne Moore Johnson flao
All mem bers o f the Class of 2010 w l l want to get h this photo foat captures
v cur firs t d a p at Rolins. Copies o ffoephoto m ay be purchased during diedc-

Clean up after the Dive

9:00-11:00 p m
ACE Presents: Hypnotist Tom Deluca
Danes DewaUfldec CoroeiY Cxnpus Ceo ter
All hands o n deck ..now cluck I k e a chicken. Watoh your classm ates catch
cabin fever and do zany things n what has become a Rollins orientalon
taditicn. Com e witoess Tom Deluca as he explores ihe im agination Ike no
one else in the world!
11X)0pm
Pancate Flip
ComerYCxnpusCeflSec
Head upstairs after Tom. Deluca and partake in t i e annual ExpedUon Pancake
Ftp with free food graciously provided by t i e Alumni Assodatson and the
Rollins Fund.

5:00-700 p m

Dinner

CornellCxnpt£

Center

Kabbal3tShabbat:A Sabbath Experience
(oplonaij
GstovoyRoom
MiKsMe/notOlHiil
Join student a nd faculty [renters of the Jewish StudtesProgram and Hitel at
Ro lins a nd celebrate the Sa bbath with irus t , ca ndle lighting, a festue ko sher
rrea I a nd presentation s by facu rty a nd students. All are we Icon* to attend this
event Attend) nee attheevent will require a norrirul payment in order to cover
the cost of your rrea I roughly equalto whatyourR-card w l l be charged at the
Co mellC a rrp us Center. FO r info mratio nonthecostofthe meal a nd to reserve
your seat visit the I nformation Center Deskat the Cornell Camp us Center.

Friday, August 18th:

DAY

^JDIYI&G METER
i n t o Rollins

9:00-10:00 a m

D W e t a a m f n c c c t e s j Meetings

ice & Home CfaswOT
officially start your RCC class and learn about -the trad no re, culture, and
experience o f other dim bers tiathave come before you.
10300-11:30 a m
Sumrrer Reading Discusstem w i t h Robert Kuraon
Atfowi Sport CMJer
Robert lOursons best seling and awardirq-winring book, 5badow Divers,
chronicles ihe obsession o f w o dvers, John Chatterton and Richie Kohler, to
sofee the m ystery behird an unidenlfied sunken U-BoatofflhecoastofNew
Jersey. While ttie dscovery rev^Dtefoeh'stori1 t o o l ^ o f World War I , the pursuit offoeanswer d d not come without serious censeojuences. Join KUson
as he tolks aboutfoebook and foen answers your questiens.

;t 19th:

Deep Sea Module 2 A
Deep Sea Module 3 *

9:00-1u:3jam
10:30-Noon
Noon-1300 pm

Lunch

1:00-2:30 prn
2:33-400 p m
4:00-5:30 p m

Deep Sea Module 4 *
Deep Sea Module 5 *
Deep Se3 Module 6 *

Cornell Campus Cen fe'

5:00-7i00 p m

Dinner

Cornell Campus Cen b-

7:00-10:00 p i n
n c c c u p K a r a o t e S howdew n
Danes DownUnder, Cornell Campus Center
B/ popular demand we offer up RCC Cup p o i n t to focse who possess one of
the most coveted collegiate skills: the ability to successfully karaoke, tf you
don't possess His skill d o n t worry, points will be ottered for participation.
Don't pass up 1hS chance to score big RCC Gup points.
10 DO-Mid night to. F-resente: Wet, W i l d , W a t e r - l a t e Night
Bctravagan za
Outside Cornell Campus Center
a v e i n t o some fun. with ACE as they present a slip and slide, water slide, dunk
tank, foam p i t and more. Bir.g your towels arid swimming suit!

Sunday, August 20th:
DA y

Completing
the

6:00-700 p m

6:00-7BO p m
Off Campus Student Association Dinner
OtTCxjjus SUientAssoaiSon
Lounge, SzsenysntMik
Memoriz'Saldino;

.litre SHonors Classrooms

1 2 : » - $00 p m
Ind iv id ual Dtoirig Appointrre nts
Cin library
What do you plan todoaboutyou deep seadrve? cwiectscuss your plans wilh
your RCC Professor and Peer Mentors and get advice on how to m ake your dive
a successful one. During these appointnenfc you will have urn e to look over your
fall semester class scheduleand make any necessary changes.

7:45-8:45 p m
Divo Team Meetings
Alforxt Spom Cento;
We hsve assembled the best group of experienced dsve roasters to a$sst
y<":U dii.'ina your undsrw3t?r FscpedrtfOfi During this sesitan y«fi wi'i
moot thsA-c ciivo mastars (your fantastic Pees Mostorsis and also rrwet the
other members of your dsve partg yotjtf KCC ciassmstes.

1:00,300 p m
Study Abroad Interest Session
CSSXt?
Want to due in an exotic beaten? Com e to this session hosted by t i e Rollins
International Programs office and hear about -the study abroad learning
op per t i n ties and experiences available to Rollins stodents.

During this dass meeting you will oet to know other students in your ROC or
Honors dass, learn about Rolins'liberal arts curriculum, and start to plan a safe
and productive cive route for your first semester in college.
1 l j » a r r H 2 : 5 0 p m Community standards a n d Responsibilities &
Safety and Security o n the Dive dush Auditxianand
Alfond Sports Center
These ROC classes will report to Bush Auditorium: Boles. Cavenaugh, Charies,
Cock, Crceier, Oummings, Deaver; Decker, Dx-Zambrana. Fteern arvPreston.
Hater, Ha-g-ove, Levis, Lloj'd. Mexiner, Meyer, B. Moore, Newcomb, Seeger.
Al ofrer JTGC crasses report to Affo.fi Gym
n tfifc spit session, divers will learn ho w to have a safe and engaging four years
at Rollins. During this session, members from our campus community will share
t i e colleges com m unity standards and gN© i p s and suggestions on how to have
a safe dve and ascent white at Rollins.

7:00-7:45 p m
Prtsidsnrs Wsltome
Aifonri Sports Ostter
You arrived at the dive casnp e-iiiier m trie day und sew you are isady to
begin your Sour year coilegiate jou'rey at Rollins Join F'resicient Durcsr;
and other IxyxitUrA ;;ii;?(ji? Lj"i;j.-!K •)••. -hey wskisme ail new s'utieni'i
ar^{§ar6Rts o; ins Oas$ of 2010.

8:45-9:30 p«>
Cancstewtili Ceremony
A'fmti i'oo!
join your r*se' Mentors 3nci partajce in this msmorabie and b^oric iu%-.
year stucfeni 5}a<lit«;n. .

new educational EXPEDITION!

orientation

Che<k-ln

BITE

3:CO-Noon

Brunch

ComeH Campus Center

11 BO-Noon

Christian Worship Service (op tonal)

1200-1:30 p m

Deep Sea Module 7 *

Otolites Chapel

1:00-3)00 p m
Involvement Fair'Oe
AfondSporSCenter
"Ihe o f i c e of student involvement and the 60+ on cam pus student organizations will have booths setup for you to learn about the variety of involvement
opportunities on cam pus. Com e and I n d out about the various student organizations foat you might wanttoj o h .

7:00-600 p i n
Rollins College Pre-Season VolleybaII
Attend Sport Center
Join your Peer Mentors and RAs and cheer on the Tars in an ex0ting pre-season vo ley ball match-up.

1:30-300 p m
3:00-4:30 p m

Deep Sea Mod ute6 •
Deep Sea M o d u t e 9 '

5:00-6flO p m

Dinner

e:OCi-iO:00 p m
Rollins College Pre-Se3son Scccer
Canaf-SWdspcr fieJB and Sxker Fxfity SOitom
Join your Peer Wlentors and RAs and dfee into some exdting pre-season soccer escitement. Com e show your school spirit and root on your Tars!

6:00-S 300pm
BCCCupPre- Season Volley ball Tournan-B nt
rWrVs £av,w
com pete with your fellow Dve Team m embers agahst rival RCC classes as you
becjn earring RCC points in your quest to w h the coveted RGC Cup!

10300 p m Midnight ACE Presents: porterdavis
Dive's DownUnder, Cornell Campus Cen tef
underneath foe teel-good gooves, itie expressive and honest lyrics, and foe
sm ooth 3-part harm ories, porterdavis' m usic is founded o n a deep appredation for their m usical roots. In the past two years .porterdavishasmade a big
impact en foe colege circuit, playing at over forty dfferent campuses ard in
some of the n a l o n ^ prestigious listening rooms. Come join ACE arid youPeer tvterrtors for thsincredble concert!

8:00-9300 p m

11:30-12:30 p m SumrrerReading Discussion
.ice and Honors tiassroo/ts
Join your fellow dive team members in a dscussion about tfie.snadowpriei's
and Robert Kursons talk and question and answer session.

clean/up shower

3:00-10:00 p m
Dive Team(RCC class) Meetings
ft:c & Honos Classroom
Come and meet e r e last t m e wifo you: Peer Mentors! They wil be en hand
to answer any last minute questions, direct you to the right dassroom buldngs
for your Irstfull day of class, or just hang out and have fun.
103(50 p m
Expedition "talent Shew
Daves DownUnder and Cornell Campus Cen ter
Join ofoer first year studerit and show off your talent in this Rdlire College
tradilon put on by your Student Governm errt Associalon CSCjrr} arid ACE. All
participants will earn FCC&p points for their RCC dass. The talent show w i l
be hosted by Alexandra McHate.

12:30-1:30 p m
Honors Lunch
Gatovay8oom
MiNsM&noititHid
ifyouarein t i e Honors Degree Progam j o i n us for an Honors Degee Lunch.
Here you 11 meet other frst year Honors Degree student and find out more
information about foe Honors Curicurum and what it has to offer.

Boring 01' Internet
Getting You Down?
Come and read The Sandspur
online at www.thesandspur.org,
or miss all of the fun!

Want a Job that Really Pays?
Jobs open in the only student organization that pays its members!
Many positions available! Be a...
Staff Reporter
Photographer
Work Studies

Section Editor
Photo Editor
Assistant Editor

Have some fun and try it out!

Production Assistant
Lackey
Gopher
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From the Desk of Interim Dean of the Faculty, Hoyt Edge:

The New Rollins Academic Honor Code
The Philosophy of the Academic
Honor Code
Integrity and honor are central to the
Rollins College mission to educate its students for responsible citizenship and ethical
leadership. Rollins College requires adherence to a code of behavior that is essential
for building an academic community committed to excellence and scholarship with
integrity and honor. Students, faculty staff,
and administration share the responsibility
for building and sustaining this community
Each student matriculating into Rollins
College must become familiar with the Academic Honor System. The College requires

that students be able and willing to accept
the rights and responsibilities of honorable
conduct, both as a matter of personal integrity and as a commitment to the values
to which the College community commits
itself. It is the responsibility of instructors
to set clear guidelines for authorized and
unauthorized aid in their courses. It is the
responsibility of students to honor those
guidelines and to obtain additional clarification if and when questions arise about
possible violations of the Honor Code.

The Honor Pledge and
Reaffirmation

SANDSPUR STOCK PHOTO

Interim Dean of Faculty, Hoyt
Edge, serves as an advisor
for the Rollins Honor Code.

" O n m y honor, I h a v e n o t given, n o r received,
n o r w i t n e s s e d any u n a u t h o r i z e d assistance on
this w o r k . "
- The abbreviated Honor Code to accompany all
work submitted for academic credit

Membership in the student body of
Rollins College carries with it an obligation,
and requires a commitment, to act with
honor in all things. The student commitment to uphold the values of honor - honesty/trust, respect, fairness, and responsibility - particularly manifests itself in two public aspects of student life.
First, as part of the admission process to
the College, students agree to commit themselves to the Honor Code.
Then, as part of the matriculation
process during Orientation, students sign a
more detailed pledge to uphold the Honor
Code and to conduct themselves honorably
in all their activities, both academic and social, as a Rollins student. A student signature on the following pledge is a binding
commitment by the student that lasts for his
or her entire tenure at Rollins College:
The development of the virtues of
Honor and Integrity are integral to a Rollins

College education and to membership in
the Rollins College community Therefore,
I, a student of Rollins College, pledge to
show my commitment to these virtues by
abstaining from any lying, cheating, or plagiarism in my academic endeavors and by
behaving responsibly, respectfully and honorably in my social life and in my relationships with others.
This pledge is reinforced every time a
student submits work for academic credit as
his/her own. Students shall add to the
paper, quiz, test, lab report, etc., the handwritten signed statement
"On my honor, I have not given, nor received, nor witnessed any unauthorized assistance on this work."
Material submitted electronically
should contain the pledge; submission implies signing the pledge.

Definitions of Academic Honor Code Violations
Students are expected to conduct themselves with complete honesty in all academic work and campus activities. Violations of the Academic Honor Code
include, but are not limited to the following:
Definitions:
1. PLAGIARISM.
Offering the words, facts, or
ideas of another person as
your own in any academic
exercise.
2. CHEATING.
Using or attempting to use
unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in
an academic exercise. This
includes sharing knowledge
of previously administered
or current tests. The keeping of tests, papers, and
other assignments belonging to former students is
prohibited. Use of external
assistance (e.g., books,
notes, calculators, conversa-

tions with others) in completing an "in class" or "take
home" examination, unless
specifically authorized by
the instructor, is prohibited.
3. UNAUTHORIZED COLLABORATION.
Collaboration, without specific authorization by the instructor, on homework assignments, lab reports, exam
preparations, research projects, take home exams, essays, or other work for
which you will receive academic credit.

4. SUBMISSION OF
WORK PREPARED FOR
ANOTHER COURSE.
Turning in the same work,
in whole or in part, to two
or more instructors, without
the consent of the instructors in both courses.
5. FABRICATION.
Misrepresenting, mishandling, or f alsifying information in an academic exercise.
For example, creating false
information for a bibliography inventing data for a
laboratory assignment, or
representing a quotation
from a secondary source
(such as a book review or a
textbook) as if it were a primary source.

6. FACILITATING ACADEMIC DISHONESTY.
Helping another student
commit an act of academic
dishonesty
7. VIOLATION OF TESTING CONDITIONS.
Looking at other students'
answers, allowing other students to look at your test,
and working past allotted
time are just a few examples
where test conditions may
be considered to be violated.
8. LYING.
Lying is the making of a
statement that one knows to
be false with the intent to
deceive. It includes actions
such as (a) lying to faculty

administrators, or staff (b)
falsifying any college document or record by mutilation, addition, deletion or
forgery (c) lying to a member of the Honor Council or
judicial affairs officer.
9. FAILURE TO REPORT
AN HONOR CODE
VIOLATION.
Failure to report occurs
when a student has knowledge of or is witness to an
act in violation of the Academic Honor Code and does
not report it within five class
days.
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Qualities of a Rollins Student
Dr. Alan Nordstrom
Rollins College Professor

and to communicate it effectively to others
...are able to think analytically and critically so as
to identify the various aspects of issues and evaluate
carefully the relevant topics
and factors involved
...are able to think synthetically and creatively so
as to produce new knowledge, conceptions, and solutions.

A Rollins arts and sciences education is designed
to be a formative education
(both reformative and transformative) in that by the
time you graduate, certain
qualities of mind, heart, and
habit will have been instilled
in you and reinforced by
practice. Not all graduates
will share these virtues to
the same degree or express
Qualities of Heart
them in the same ways 7 but
Rollins aims to impress on
Rollins graduates...
each of you a distinctive set
of traits by the time you
...are disposed to benefit
graduate that will distin- many others by what they
guish you thereafter as one contribute to the world
of ours.
through their work and presWhat are these virtuous ence
characteristics that signify
...have internalized an
the impression made by a ethic of civility and responsiRollins education?
bility
...believe that their education
is meant to enrich
Qualities of Mind
their own minds and hearts
so they may enrich the lives
Rollins graduates...
of others in the worthiest
ways.
...are curious and eager
learners, disposed to investiQualities of Habit
gate and discover knowledge about many subjects
and to make connections
Rollins graduates...
among dif-ferent subjects
...have learned and prac...are resourceful learners who have "learned how ticed skills of self-manageto learn": how to find out ment and self-discipline
what they need and want to with respect to carrying out
know by tapping many assignments from both others and themselves
sources
...have reinforced the
...are able to formulate
and express their knowledge virtues of persistence, adapwell in writing and speech, tivity, courage, initiative,

and leadership
...have, by subscribing to
the Rollins Honor Code,
practiced habits of honesty,
integrity, and responsibility
to the community
Though you may believe
that when you graduate
from Rollins your GPA will
be your ticket to recognition
and remuneration, you are
mis-taken. Rather, it is the
recommendation
letters
from faculty and others that
will help you most in bolstering your diploma and
boosting you into your future.
It is true that your grades
will be a factor in how your
recommenders assess and
regard you, but even more
important are the virtues of
your character they can commend, only some of which
directly relate to academic
performance: industriousness, responsibility, cooperativeness; but also integrity,
concern for and service to
others, initiative, creativity,
and maturity.
If all goes according to
our design, you will have experienced at Rollins the beginning of your life-long liberal education and taken
many strides along your
journey toward wisdom.
Here in a paragraph is how I
would define the liberal education you are now undertaking:
A liberal education is an
education for the whole
human being.

COURTESY OF ROLLINS ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

SHARING WISDOM: Dr. Nordstrom discussed his view of a
Rollins students and one to look up to.

A human being cannot women who have begun a
grow to wholeness or full life-long intentional journey
self-realization without cul- toward wholeness, knowing
tivating and integrating the well the areas in which they
many aspects of human na- must continue to develop,
ture: physical, psychological, equipped with the means for
social, cultural, moral, aes- further growth, and possessthetic, intellectual, and spiri- ing a clear sense of the
tual. A collegiate liberal ed- impor-tanceof maturing into
ucation, typically occurring a wisdom that yields value
in the final years of adoles- to the world and thus meancence, is designed to send ing to their lives.
into adulthood men and
And now it begins ...

ROLLINS COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF CAMPUS SECURITY

We are here to help!
When you work with the Office of Events
Scheduling you get:
•
•

•
•
•

Use of Campus Facilities
Catering paid for by your
Organization's budget or your
member's meal plans
Advertising on the screens in the
Campus Center and Library
A calendar entry on the Rollins website
Advice and suggestions on planning
your event

For more information, contact the Office of
Events Scheduling at events(o)rollins.edu or
book online at www.rollins.edu/sec.

1000 HOLT AVE. - 2734
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
407-646-2999 SECURITY@LISTS.ROLLINS.EDU
AVAILABLE 24 HRS. A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK
KEY ASSISTS
PERMITS
ESCORTS
VISITOR PASSES

BUILDING #5 ON CAMPUS MAP
WWW.ROLLINS.EDU/CAMPUS_SECURITY
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY DIAL 911

THE SANDSPUR
VOL. 113 ISSUE 01

ainmen
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2006-2007 Theatre & Dance Schedule
"SECOND
""'"""

i MAIN STAGE" SERIES: ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE

STAGESERIES: FRED STONE THEATRE
Saturday

latinee @ 4pm
d Saturday Matinee @ 2 p.m.

w It Goes
)-22, 2006

single tickets are $17-$19. Subscriptions
:o $60. Subscription packages include dis
liors, students and Rollins alumni. Group ra
vailable. Complimentary tickets are available to
i the Rollins community - contact the box of
letails.
nnie Get Your Gun
Rumors
nber 22-30, 2006
February 16-24,1

Riverside Drive
February 1-4, 2007

v._jj: a u ;

March 29-April

on is free, seating is general admission. Reserved seatir
the Main Stage Series.

Le to members of the Rollins cc
'

i

_

We are pleased to announce Orlando Leisure as the official
media sponsor for the Annie Russell Theatre's 2006-2007

Robert Sherry and Lesley B:

season.
For further information on Rollins College Department of
Theatre & Dance and its 2006-2007 season, please call 407646-2145 or log onto rollins.edu/theatre.

Music Department Schedule
Unless otherwise listed, all concerts wall be held in the
Tiedtke Concert Hall on the Rollins College Campus. Admission is free. For further information, contact 407-6462233.

EMESTER
^^ ~ <3'iH) p.m.
*uty Recital

THE
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United Campus
Ministry at Rollins
Faith Traditions Campus Crusade for Christ Contact kwakas@rollins.edu 407-595-5577
Catholic Campus Ministry (Newman Club)
Mass: Sunday 8:30 pm in the chapel
Contact:
Joan Davison
Don Davison
407-646-2551
407-646-2505
jdavison@rollins.edu
ddavison@rollins.edu
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Movie Theaters
Regal Cinema Winter Park Village
S h o w i n g m a i n s t r e a m movies. 510 N . O r l a n d o Ave. (407) 628-0035

AMC Fashion Village 8
S h o w i n g m a i n s t r e a m movies. 735 H e r n d o n Ave. (407) 896-7688

United Theatres Park 11
S h o w i n g b a r g a i n movies. 17-92 at Lee Rd. (407) 644-6000

Enzian Cinema Cafe
S h o w i n g i n d e p e n d e n t movies. 1300 S. O r l a n d o Ave. (407) 629-0054

Intervarsity Contact: Kim.Koi@ivcfl.com
Jewish Student League
Contact:
Yudit Greenberg
407-646-2176
ygreenberg@rollins.edu

Sam Kauffman
407-362-3317
samk@centralfloridahillel.com

Muslim Student Association
Contact: FahazYacoob 407-646-2162
Society of Friends (Quakers)
Contact: Martha Morris 407-843-2257
Worship Services in the Knowles Chapel
Sunday at 11 a.m.
Contact:
Dean Patrick J. Powers
407-646-2115 ppowers@rollins. edu

Beaches
Cocoa Beach

OJKXL $t%iue$ to create
safe environments
ut&eie
the ffio£Cins conMuiruiif is
a0£e to discovert their indiuidtutt identities utftiCe eo>
ptorinx^ and ertifcracinty
eir differences
and cammen futmctnittfs-

Office of Multicultural Affairs
Wavs to get involved through O M A :
Asian American Student Association • B l a c k Student
XTin oi I • C arib b e an S tu d eiit A s s o c I a t ion • D es I * Gay, L esb I ai I ,
B i s e x u a l , Traiisgeiider & Ally A l l i a n c e * G a i n i n g I n s i g h t and
F o s tei n i g T o g e t h e r n e s s • I n t e l n a t i o n a l S t u d e n t Oigaiiiza tioii*HilleI
• L a t i n American Student A s s o c i a t i o n • M u s l i m Student
Association • N a t i v e American Cultural A l l i a n c e s Students
O b l i t e r a t i n g A b l e i s t R e a l i t y • Voices f o r W o m e n • A l l i a n c e for
C h a n s e * Cultural Action C o m m i t t e e • C i r c l e of Friends

Take a right onto Fairbanks. Turn right onto SR 436.
Turn left onto Colonial Dr. Follow Colonial until the
exit for SR 520. Take 520 to SR A l A . Trip time: 60
minutes.

Clearwater Beach
Turn left onto Fairbanks. Take 1-4 West to Tampa.
M e r g e onto 1-275 South. M e r g e onto FL-60 West tow a r d T a m p a Airport/Clearwater. M e r g e onto FL-60
West via left exit t o w a r d Clearwater. Trip time: 120
minutes.

For m o r e information* stop by Chase Hall or email
R l u ee.(a i ollin s. e chi

Daytona Beach
Take a left o n t o Fairbanks. Take 1-4 East to t h e e n d
a n d follow t h e signs. Cars can p a r k for free on the
beach. Trip time: 60 m i n u t e s .

New Smyrna
Take a left onto Fairbanks. Take 1-4 East to t h e N e w
S m y r n a Beach exit. Turn left a n d follow t h e signs
t h r o u g h the t o w n a n d over the b r i d g e . Turn right
for the s o u t h beach. Drive o n the b e a c h b y following
a sign, w h i c h m a r k s the last entrance to the
beach.Trip time: 45 m i n u t e s .

Become involved in the important and
exciting effort to keep alumni connected
to Rollins!
Work on campus to call alumni and share
the latest Rollins news, ask for financial
support, and alert them of nearby alumni
functions.

Listen to WPRK 91.5 FM

91.5 FM
Winter Park, FL

Support your radio
station and tune in
to WPRK 91.5 FM
for a great variety
of music, including
hip hop, classic
rock, alternative,
new local music,
and more!

•

Starting pay $6.50/hr.
Cash incentives for top callers
N o experience necessary
September 5-November 2
Monday-Thursday 6-9 pm

Contact Molly Neznanski for details:
mneznanski@rollins.edu (407) 646-2243

JOIN TH6
FOX CLUB!
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170 W. FAIRBANKS AVENUE (71.)
ADMISSIONS)
OFFICE OF ADMISSION (Arte & Sciences)
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
ALFOND BOAT HOUSE (3.)
ALFOND SPORTS CENTER (55.)
ATHLETICS
ALFOND SWIMMING POOL(13.)
ALUMNI HOUSE (28.)
ALUMNI RELATIONS
ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE (51.)
THEATRE ARTS AND DANCE
BARKER FAMILY STADIUM (43.)
BARKER HOUSE (PREMENfs RES.) (73.)
BEAL MALTBIE CENTER (BAKER) (32.)
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
BOOKSTORE (31.)
BURSAR (45.)
BUSH EXECUTIVE CENTER (48.)
MANAGEMENT & EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
BUSH SCIENCE CENTER (46.)
BIOCHEMISTRY/MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BUSH AUDITORIUM
CHEMISTRY
COMPUTER SCIENCE
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
PREHEALTH SCIENCE ADVISING
CAHALL-SANDSPUR FIELD (42.)
CAMPUS SECURITY (5.)
CARNEGIE HALL (30.)
ARC
CAREER SERVICES (Arts & Sciences)
ENGLISH
EVENT SCHEDULING
HUMAN RESOURCES

PUBLIC RELATIONS
CASA IBERIA (38.)
HISPANIC STUDIES
CHASE HALL (11.)
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
GREEK AFFAIRS
HEALTH PROMOTIONS
MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS
STUDENT INVOLVEMENT & LEADERSHIP
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER (59.)
COLLEGE ARMS (37.)
ADVANCEMENT PUBLICATIONS
DONOR & EXTERNAL RELATIONS
COMSTOCK (67.)
ADVANCEMENT SERVICES
DEVELOPMENT
FOUNDATION RELATIONS
COPELAND TENNIS STADIUM (57.)
CORNELL ART CENTER (2.)
ART & CLASSICAL STUDIES
CORNELL CAMPUS CENTER (14.)
ALL CAMPUS EVENTS OFFICE (ACE)
BIEBERBACH/REED CONF. ROOMS
CATERING
C-STORE
DARDEN LOUNGE
DAVE'S DOWN UNDER
SKILLMAN MARKETPLACE
CORNELL FINE ARTS MUSEUM (1.)
CORNELL HALL FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (50)
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
ANTHROPOLOGY ,
ASIAN STUDIES
COMMUNICATION
COMPUTER LAB
CORNELL CAFE
ECONOMICS

EDUCATION
GRADUATE STUDIES
HISTORY
HONORS PROGRAM
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN
STUDIES
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PRE-LAW ADVISING PROGRAM
SOCIOLOGY
CORRIN HALL (CM OMEGA) (23.)
CROSS HALL (ALPHA QMCRONPI) (35.)
CRUMMER HALL (49.)
ALUMNI RELATIONS (Crummer)
CAREER MANAGEMENT CENTER
CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP
CENTER FOR LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMfl
DEAN'S OFFICE
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
EARLY ADVANTAGE MBA (EAMBA)
EXECUTIVE MBA (EMBA)
EXTERNAL RELATIONS
PROFESSIONAL MBA (PMBA)
SATURDAY MBA (SMBA)
ELIZABETH HALL (RESIDENCE HALL) (22.)
DUBOIS HEALTH CENTER
FACILITIES & SERVICES (5.)
CAMPUS SECURITY
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
PUBLISHING CENTER (Copy Center)
RECEIVING (Warehouse)
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
FACULTY CLUB (27.)
FOX HALL (KAPPA DELTA) (24.)
FRED STONE THEATRE (58.)
FRENCH HOUSE (21.)
AUSTRALIAN STUDIES
CLASSICAL STUDIES

MAP

JEWISH STUDIES
PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION
WOMEN'S STUDIES
GALE HALL (X-CLUB) (9.)
GREENHOUSE (4.)
HAMILTON HOLT SCHOOL OFFICES (69.)
EVENING UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
GRADUATE STUDIES
SUMMER PROGRAMS
VETERANS'AFFAIRS
HAUCKHALL(39.)
MODERN LANGUAGES & LITERATURES
HOLT HALL (RESIDENCE HALL) (60.)
HOOKER HALL (CHI PSI) (7.)
HUMAN RESOURCES (30.)
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE (25.)
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS OFFICE
JOHNSON CENTER (47.)
PSYCHOLOGY
KEENE HALL (53.)
COMMUNITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC
MUSIC
TIEDTKE CONCERT HALL
KNOWLES MEMORIAL CHAPEL (52.)
CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
DEAN OF CHAPEL
LAWRENCE CENTER (70.)
PHILANTHROPY & NONPROFIT
LEADERSHIP CENTER
L/B/MRY(16.)
LYMAN HALL (ROLLINS OUTDOOR CLUB) (8.)
MARY-JEAN PLAZA (31a.)
MARTIN TENNIS COMPLEX (56.)
MAYFLOWER HALL (NONCONPIS MENTIS) (34.)
McKEAN GATEWAY (72.)
McKEAN HALL (RESIDENCE HALL) (12.)
JUDICIAL AFFAIRS
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PERSONAL COUNSELING
RESIDENTIAL LIFE
MILLS MEMORIAL HALL (15.)
DEAN OF FACULTY
GALLOWAY ROOM
JOHNSON INSTITUTE FOR EFFECTIVE
TEACHING .
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT LOUNGE
POST OFFICE
ROLLINS EXPLORATONS
R-TV
SANDSPUR (Newspaper)
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOC.
STUDENT RECORDS
THOMAS P. JOHNSON STUDENT
RESOURCE CENTER
TOMOKAN (Yearbook)
WPRK RADIO STATION
NELSON ROSE GARDEN (44.)
OLIN LIBRARY (16.)
ARCHIVES & SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
BIB LAB
COMPUTER LAB
CONFERENCE ROOMS
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
OLIN LATE-NIGHT STUDY CENTER
ORLANDO HALL (19.)
ENGLISH
FILM STUDIES
WRITING
PARKING GARAGE (68.)
PINEHURST COTTAGE (10.) (RES ORGANIZATION)
PUGSLEY HALL (TAU KAPPA EPSILON) (33.)
R-CARD (45.)
REX BEACH HALL (RESIDENCE HALL) (54.)
RICE FAMILY BOOKSTORE & CAFE (31.)
RINKER BUILDING (41.)

OFFICE OF ADMISSION (Arts <£ Sciences)
. STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
ROLLINS HALL (KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA) (6.)
ROSEN FAMILY CENTER (66.)
PRE-COLLEGIATE PROGRAMS
UPWARD BOUND
STEWART HOUSE (62.)
BACH FESTIVAL OFFICE
STRONG HALL (ALPHA TAU OMEGA) (36.)
SULLIVAN HOUSE (18.) (Classroom)
SUTTON PLACE SOUTH APTS. (G5.)(RESHALL)
THEATRE ANNEX (40.) (DANCE)
TIEDTKE TENNIS COMPLEX (26.)
WALK OF FAME (29.)
WARD HALL (RESIDENCE HALL) (20.)
WARDEN COSTUME STUDIO (61.)
WARREN ADMINISTRATION BUILDING (45.)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
CASHIER (Bursar)
CONTROLLER
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY
FINANCE
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH &
ASSESSMENT
PLANNED GIVING
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
PURCHASING
R-CARD OFFICE
VP, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS & PROVOST
VP, BUSINESS & FINANCE, TREASURER
VP, INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT
WOOLSON HOUSE (17.)
Faculty/Student Meeting Room
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Gaylord Palms Brings a Winter Wonderland
Rochelle Siegel
the sandspur
Looking for a place to
spend the holiday season
well then Orlando is it.
Gaylord Palms Resort will
be hosting a must-see
Christmas event this season which will be hard to
forget.
Beginning on November 18th the fun will begin
with live entertainment, a
large range of attractions
and of course several activities honoring the Christmas season.
The Christmas season
will be bigger than ever
this year in Orlando, Florida. Gaylord Palms will be
giving Florida the coolest
winter in history Gaylord
Palms Resort will feature
46 days of festivities and
each day will include new
and revised events for people to enjoy.
Ever
wonder
how
much fun ICE might be?
Well this ICE event will
feature frozen creations, ice
slides, high-tech lighting
and special effects.
The ice sculptures,
made out of 5,000 blocks of
ice, are carved by the hand
of 40 artists from Harbin,
China. These artists spend
an entire month in Kissimmee working on creating
the sculptures for the attraction.
Families can spend
time in a frozen wonderland made out of two million pounds of ice. This attraction is believed to be a
first of its kind in North
America, definitely worth
visiting.

The ice can also offer
families a chance to experience something average
Floridian families do not
often get a chance to experience, ice skating that is.
And with all of this ice
around the temperature
will be lowered to about 9
degrees, unusual for a
Florida winter. The large
three-dimensional winter
wonderland scenes and
sculptures will give people
the feeling that they are up
north. And considering the
chilly temperatures that
come with the winter atmosphere, guests will be
given winter coats to wear
to keep them warm.
If the thought of skating on ice get you a little
worried there is still plenty
to do. Christmas would
not be the same without
the
Christmas
carols,
which people can enjoy
hearing in a special "Holiday Wishes" Christmas
show.
Florida's diverse collection of holiday wreaths
will be on display for
everyone to see.
Each
wreath will come from a
different destination in
Florida, from coast to coast.
Besides this decorative
tradition there will also be
a massive amount of light
displays, all synchronized
to the holiday music everyone loves.
It would not be Christmas with jut an appearance
from Santa Clause. The
children will be able to
share all of their wishes
with the Father of Christmas in person or even
through email.

resort benefits. Packages
will be available for families of all sizes.
The package will include entry to the ICE attraction and the skating
rink. As well, the package
will offer guests the chance
to visit these two attractions more than just once
during their stay.
The children will get
some special treats included in the holiday package
also, including holiday
bedtime stories which will
be broadcast every night on
a special in-room channel

Many of the activities
taking place this holiday
season will be opened to
both day guests and hotel
guests of the Gaylord
Palms, however there will
be a few events that will be
open to just those guests
who purchase the Best of
Florida
Christmas
overnight package.
The
package
price
starts at $249 per night,
based on a two-night stay.
Packages will include a
room with a view of Florida, 2 tickets to ICE!, a souvenir photo, parking, and

and also for an additional
fee children can be tucked
in by Santa's little helpers
themselves.
Tickets for the event
will go on sale in September, ranging from $9.99 to
$24.99. The price of the
ticket will d e p e n d on the
type of ticker and the day
of the week. Tickers which
are purchased online at
www.gaylordpalms.com/ic
e will include a discount.

ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION FORUM
WHERE:
WHEN:

The Galloway Room

Thursday, September 14th from 3:30-5:30pm

W H O MIGHT BE THERE?:

Dr. Sarah J. Mahler from the Center for Immigration at FIU
Dr. James P. Johnson, International Business Professor at Crummer
And many more including noted members of the legal, political, and business community...
Created by The FORUM; a student and faculty organization dedicated to examining all
issues from all sides and bringing those sides to the same table with equal respect for all:
"We need to talk.. .and listen."
SPONSOR:

Dr. Hoyt Edge, Dean of the Faculty

destination
Make sure you
get the things you
need for your new
home at school

I LINENS-THINGS'
present this coupon for

%

20 Off
any single item*
9
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Crib Comforts

CioanH

D 2 Sheet Sets. Includes flat &
fitted sheets, pil!owcase{s).
Check with your college to
see If you need X-long
sheets.
D 1 Comforter or Quilt (Choose
either-poly or down-filled.)
D 2 Duvet Covers (If you chose
a down comforter.)
D 2 Blankets (jrs always good
to have an extra.) D 2 Pillows
D 4 Pillow Protectors
D 1 Mattress Pad
D 1 RberfceaTFeatheroed
D 1 Inflatable Aero Bed
Q 1 Accent Rug

•
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D
D
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any $100 or
more purchase*
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siudeiftchecklist

D
•
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D
D
D
D
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D
D
D

* Th» Showont
6 Towel Sets
1 Shower Liner
1 Shower Ring Set
1 Bectric Toothbrush
1 Over The Door Hook
1 Blow Dryer
Shampoos & Conditioners
1 Curling Iron
1 Bectric Razor
1 Robe and Slippers
1 Bath Rug
1 Shower Radio

• 1 Cosmetic Organizer
D 1 Cotton Swab/BaJi Holder
D 1 Manicure Kit

coupon or ^ • O M W » n o t ^ t i ^ p

W

^

B w
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1 Tabletop ironing Board
1 Hand or Stick Vacuum
1 Cylinder Hamper
1 Compact Iron
1 Drying Rack
2 Laundry Bags

CramTlmo
D
D
D
Q
•
O
Q
Q
D

1 Bulletin Board
1 Desk Lamp
1 Floor Lamp
1 Desk Organizer Set
1 Bed Rest
1 Lap Desk
1 Waste Basket
1 Paper Shredder
1 Dry Erase Board

•

2 ROOT Pillows

Q 1 Throw
Must Haves
• 1 Clock Radio
D 1 Telephone

•

1 Fan

•

2 Albums/Photo
Storage Boxes
2 Extension Cords
2 Squid Mulfi-Outlet
Plug Adapters
1 Door Mirror
Batteries
Wail Hooks
Frames and Posters.

D
•
D
D
D
O

»

offer. Ottw resWrtons may spay Pease as st™» n r , , ™ L T J
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IT is Here to Help You!
have wireless as- well as
wired network connections.
Also the Cornell Social SciWelcome new and re- ences, the Olin Library, the
turning students! The Infor- Cornell Campus Center,
mation Technology depart- CFAC, Orlando,
ment is here to make sure and a large part
that you have access to the of Bush Science
computer technology you Center has wireneed during your time at less access. By
Rollins College. The I.T. De- mid-Fall Hauck
partment has made a com- and French will
mitment to providing its be wireless as
community with fast, reli- well.
able, and convenient netHere @ I.T.
work access. All new and re- we are pleased
turning students -who are to continue our
bringing computers from program that enhome should look for the ables any stuResnet Link on the Rollins dent to purchase
homepage for information or rent a personon how to set up your com- al
computer
puter to connect to the through the colRollins network. Network lege. Even if you
authentication is required" didn't purchase your comwhen students return to puter at Rollins, we're an ofcampus in the fall, in order ficial Dell warranty mainteto obtain fast internet access nance site and can repair
and use of the wireless net- most Dell computers here as
work.
long as you can show they
All of the residence halls are still under warranty

Daniell Robertson
IT Associate

CAPS

Please contact the Help Desk
for more information.
In order to use the computer labs, you will need to
use your Novell ID and pass-

word to login. If you don't,
you will not be able to print
in the labs Or use the H: or R:
drives. Also, never leave
yourself logged into Novell
on any public computer.
Someone else could access

your account, view confidential files and/or use your
printing budget!
The job of I.T. is to make
life for the Rollins community more convenient
in
terms of technology and we
are here to protect the community
from
the threat of
computer
viruses.
The
Cisco hardware
will automatically
block
viruses
from
spreading on
campus
by
shutting down
infected
machines. Make
sure your computer has current virus software installed
on it or you may be without
connectivity. The Internet access will be limited usage,
until your computer is registered with the college.

Remember that failure to
read e-mail for any reason
will not result in exceptions
to any College policies. It is
your responsibility to read
your e-mail; this may be
done through FoxLink or
GroupWise. Faculty and
staff send important information via e-mail and will
assume you are reading it. If
you have trouble; there is always someone to help therefore no excuse about not
reading your e-mail will be
accepted! The Help Desk is
open in Olin from 8 AM to
9:00 PM for walk in support
and 24 hrs via phone support; there are also student
assistants available in the
Olin labs whenever the
building is open.
Finally, seats are still
available in a few of the I.T.
short courses. If interested,
you can see the list at
http://www.rollins.edu/it/stu
dent/itclasses/ift.shtml and
signup for open courses in
the Student Records office .

First-Year Students

Counseling and Psychological Services
(Formerly the Personal Counseling Center)
Would like to welcome new students to
Rollins!

Welcome to Rollins from Career Services!
Carnegie Hall-lst Floor; 407-646-2195
www.rollins.edu/careerservices

CAPS provides confidential counseling free
of charge to all Rollins day students enrolled
in ihe undergraduate Arts and Science proEXPLORATION
gram. Consulting services are also available
for students, RAs, peer mentors, student orExploring Self, Majors, & Careers:
ganizations, Rollins faculty, staff and parCareer Assessments & Individual Counseling
ents.
Career Services Website & Career Resource Library
Academic and Career Planning Course (1 credit)
CAPS is located on the ground floor of McKean
Hall. Our front door faces Lake Virginia.
Part-time and Summer Jobs
Fall Semester Major/Minor Fair
To make an appointment call x6340
Introductory Courses in the Major
(or 407-628-6340 from off campus)
Service-learning Courses
Volunteer Opportunities
CAPS is openfrom9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday
Office of Community Engagement
through Friday or as needed in case of emergency. After
Student Organizations
hours please call Campus Security at x2999 or contact
Office of Student Involvement & Leadership
an RA.
Office of Multicultural Affairs
What should I expect?
A therapist can often help you understand yourself better, gain insight into your decisions, improve your selfimage, enhance your personal relationships, and help
you learn how to make new choices for more effective
living. Therapists are interested in your personal, intellectual, and psychological growth and development.

Stay Connected to the Office of Career Services
Visit the Office and Meet the Career Services Staff
Dates to Remember Page on the Career Services Website
Monthly Career Quest Newsletter
Monday E-mails from Career Services
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Holocaust Art
Rochelle Siegel
the sandspur
Daisy Brand, a survivor
of the holocaust will feature
her art at the Holocaust exhibit which will open November 4th in Florida. The
exhibition named Ceramic
Images of a Frightening Past
by Daisy Brand features art
which will reveal the memories of this Holocaust survivor.
Daisy Brand has been
trained as a ceramic artist
and potter who uses her art
to translate her memories
into something others can
view instead of something
that just haunt her memories.
The material that Brand
works with, a material similar to porcelain seems to undergo a dramatic change
from soft, smooth material
to hard and resilient material as stated by Brand herself.
In order for the porcelain
material to go through the
dramatic change that it goes
through it has to go through
intense heat, which creates
an orange glow in the kiln,
similar to the glow in the
night sky of Auschwitz.
Daisy Brand's work contains images and symbols of
the devastated Jewish life of
her family and her people.
Her work allows others to
experience her own pain and
her own healing. "Somehow
the fascination for me is that
fire in this case creates,
rather than destroys, which I
hope to apply to my life as
well," says Brand.
Daisy Brand was born in
1929 in Bratislava, Czechoslovakia. It was in 1944 that
she was taken to Auschwitz
and then from there she was
transported to Riga for slave
labor. She was also sent to
other camps until she finally
became free and was able to

immigrate to the United
States of America in 1966.
She was one of the lucky few
whom escaped the awful
devastation of the holocaust.
Brand now lives in
Boston where she was educated at the School of the
Museum of Fine Arts in
Boston and Boston University Her ceramic works have
been exhibited in many
places all around the world
including New England,
Canada and Europe (France,
Italy and England.)
Brand's Ceramic Images
of a Frightened Past is
arranged and circulated by
the Center for Holocaust and
Genocide Studies at the College of Liberal Arts, University of Minnesota. The director of this Center, Dr.
Stephen Feinstein, believes
that "Brand's work provides
is with some important confirmations."
In the directors' words
he believes that "First, clay
as a medium can be used to
express pure aesthetic and
can also be used in storytelling. Secondly, the storytelling, in Brand's case, in
not linear narrative and one
piece of ceramic sculpture
does not depend on the one
that preceded it or the one
that follows. They are fragments of which has not been
put back together in a way
by the potter's hands."
The
programs
and
events held by the Center are
mad possible through all of
the generous grants and
sponsorships by the Jewish
Federation of Greater Orlando and Darden Restaurants
Foundation.
Hours at the Center are
Sunday 1pm to 4pm, Monday through Thursday 9am
to 4pm and Friday 9am to
lpm. For any other information call 407-628-0555.

CJLLECJ
RESIDENTIAL LIFE
Dates To Remember:
August 15, 2006 - New students arrive on campus
August 19, 2006 - Returning students arrive on campus
October 28, 2006 - Halloween Howl
December 9, 2006 - Residence Halls are close for Winter
break
January 16, 2007 - Residence Halls open for students
May 1, 2007 - Housing selection for returning students
May 14, 2007 - Residence Halls close for Summer break

Dear Rollins Community,
The Department of Theatre & Dance announces the institution of the "Friends of the
Annie Grant: Orlando International Fringe Theatre Festival;' The grant made possible by
donations to the Friends of the Annie fund, will award a member of the Rollins community - student, alumni, staff, faculty or professor emeritus - funds to produce a play at the
Orlando Fringe.
"The Orlando International Fringe Theatre Festival is thrilled to be partnering with
Rollins College in their venture to provide this grant," says Beth Marshall, Producing
Artistic Director of the Orlando Fringe. "I have no doubt this will be the first of many exciting ventures we partner with one another on. Rollins has been home to many of our
community's finest artists. I can't wait to see what the grant recipient will produce at The
Fringe."
Eligible persons wishing
website at www.rollins.eduy
The completed application r
Monday, August 21, 2006 at I
of members of the Rollins coi
the submissions. The commi
"Rollins has always been
lette, Chair of the Departmei
age increased participation i
lando area. This is a win-win
tribute to the growing Orlar
tions of our talented student:

snt's
tion.
ebv

'on-

The recipient of the Friends of the Annie Grant will be announced prior to September
1,2006 when the Orlando Fringe will begin taking applications for the 2007 festival.
Those seeking further information should contact Scottie Campbell, Audience Services Coordinator, at x2253 or tcampbell@rollins.edu.

Rollins wants YOU!

To assist the Office of Admission in:
• giving tours
• sitting on student panels
• taking prospective students out
for free lunch We need students who:
• are responsible
• are outgoing
• and LOVE Rollins
This is a paid position on campus!
Interested? Attend the Ambassador meeting f o r new
and returning students on Tuesday, August 22 at
5:30 p.m. in the Rinker Building (Admission Office).

Questions? Call Matt Moore
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Now Hiring:

Welcome
Back!

Crummer News
Editor!

The Crummer Graduate School of Business
looks forward to another rewarding year.
If you are considering pursuing your MBA, we invite you to attend
one of our Information Sessions to learn more about our
Full-time, Professional, Executive and Saturday MBA programs.

Upcoming Information Sessions
September 26, 2006, 6:00 - 8:00pm
Crummer Hall, SunTrust Auditorium

The Sandspur is interested in hiring an
active and engaged Crummer student to
become the next Crummer editor. The
position entails article assigning, writing,
possible photography if needed, and the
physical laying out of one page of each
issue.
If interested please contact us at:

October 25, 2006, 6:00 - 8:00pm
Crummer Hall, SunTrust Auditorium

management@thesandspur.org

December 7, 2006, 6:00 - 8:00pm
Crummer Hall, SunTrust Auditorium

nrhp*

RSVP
407-646-2405
rollins.crummer.edu

"#•*%

\ y

Florida's Most Prestigious MBA™

you for reading
our.

nrrf
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Join The Sandspur

Where It PsyS

to be a Member

Please send questions and applications to
editor@thesandspur.org.
No previous journalism or photqgraphy training
required. Many positions are available!
Apply today!
THE
AUGUST
Assoawro

STUDENT

14,2006
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Joshua Benesh
Editor-in-Chief

Dani Picard
Production Manager

Nicole Fluet
Managing Editor

Brett Heiney
Business Manager
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VOICE

OF

ROLLINS

1000 Holt Avenue - 2742
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone: (407) 646-2696
Fax: (407) 628-6349
e-mail:
editor@thesandspur.org
ISSN: 0035-7936

COLLEGE

SINCE

1894

ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH THE FOLLOWING EDITORIAL:

"Unassuming yet almighty, sharp, and pointed, well rounded yet many-sided,
assiduously tenacious, victorious in single combat and therefore without a peer,
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be found upon
investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of The Sandspur."
Advisor

Kelly Russ
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Surf's Up
Rochelle Siegel
the sandspur
Labor Day weekend the
21st Annual Cocoa Beach
Surf Company National Kidney Foundation PRO-AM
Surfing Festival will take
place. Those who attend the
festival will be able to enjoy
musical
entertainment,
games, a bikini contest and
much more which will include massages on the beach
at the Cocoa Beach Wellness
Center;s "Beach Spa."
While those who attend
the festival enjoy their time
attending several different
activities they will also be
helping raise money to fight
kidney disease. A $20 donation is suggested at the door
for admission. All proceeds
from the event will go to the
National Kidney Foundation
of Florida.
Saturday is the day
when both professional and
amateur surfers can hit the
waves. A Men's Pro competition features a $5,000 prize
whereas the Women's Pro
competition
features
a
$2,000 prize.
Surfing will continue all
weekend long with finals
taking place on Labor Day.
Surfers will have the chance
to have their boards waxed
and those guest new to surfing can work on their skills
with free surf lessons given
by Surf Guys Surf School.
Each day at 1pm guests
can attend the free poster
signing or if they want to
check out more on their favorite surf celebrities the
place to be is the Surf Exhibition featuring members of
the Surfing Hall of Fame
East Coast Legends.
The surfing festival was
an idea of two twin brothers
and also professional surfers
Richard and Phil Salick.

Richard became ill with kidney disease thus the idea to
raise money for charity came
about.
Richard was at the peak
of his career when his kidneys failed and he was put
on a kidney transplant list.
Richard was surprising
saved by his brother Phil,
who was a perfect tissue
match.
Richard went right back
to surfing as soon as he recovered from his surgery.
After his first transplant he
did need to go through two
more kidney transplants due
to a reoccurrence of the disease.
The festival's purpose is
to help others just as
Richard's brother helped
him. The festival is filled
with a number of fun events
people can take part in while
they help raise money for
kidney disease.
And the fun does not
stop when the sun goes
down. Get invited to the
VIP Reception on Saturday
night at the Cocoa Beach
Hilton Oceanfront Hotel or
attend a tropical party at
Pineapple Point.
Sunday night will be
Cocoa Beach's Party of the
Year also known as the Taste
of Brevard & Silent Auction
at the Radisson Convention
Center at the Port from
6:30pm to 11:00pm. The auction that wiU be taking place
will include items such as
Dan Mackin's artwork, fishing charters, surf memorabilia, surfboards, wetsuits,
surf clothing and gift certificates.
The nightly parties and
events will give guests a
chance to taste some foods of
Brevard's finest restaurants
while they enjoy they music
of Balsa Bill.

Student
Involvements Leadership

Get Caught

www.rollins.edu/osil
The first 10 students to bring this ad to the OSIL
office will win an OSIL t-shirt!!!

\ \ v\
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Office of Career Services
Fall 2006 Workshops & Info Sessions
RESUME WORKSHOPS
September 6
September 7

Wednesday

3:00 pm

Thursday

1:00 pm
4:00 pm
2:00 pm
1:00 pm
3:00 pm
4:00 pm
1:00 pm
4:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
2:00 pm.
3:00 pm
2:00 pm

September 11 Monday
September 12 Tuesday
September 18 Monday
September 21 Thursday
September 26 Tuesday
September 27 Wednesday
October 4
Wednesday
October 5
Thursday
October 12
October 16
October 17
October 24
October 25
October 30

Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Monday
Thursday
November 7
Tuesday
November 8
Wednesday
November 13
Monday
November 16
Thursday
November 27
Monday
November 28
Tuesday
November 2

2:00 pm
3:00 pm
4:00 pm
1:00 pm
2:00 pm
1:00 pm
3:00 pm
4:00 pm
2:00 pm

INTERVIEWING SKILLS WORKSHOPS
October 12
October 16

Thursday
Monday

4:00 pm
3:00 pm

INTERNSHIP INFORMATION SESSIONS
For Spring and Summer 2007 Internships
September 25
October 18
October 26
November 14

Monday
Wednesday
Thursday
Tuesday

2:00
4:00
1:00
3:00

pm
pm
pm
pm

All workshops will be held in the Office of
Career Services; Carnegie Hall, 1 s t Floor
For updates, Check the Dates to Remember
page on the Career Services Website

THE OFFICE OF C/MtEFJt iEIMCES

TURE

www. mfiim.edu/caree ^services * 407-646 2195
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New Pre-Law
Course Offered
Students who are considering attending law
school in the future may
elect the option to take a
two credit, n o n graded
course offered in the Fall
term designed to help
students maximize their
performance and grade
on the Law School Aptitude Test (LSAT).
All accredited law
schools require that students take the examination, preferably at the end
of the Junior year of u n dergraduate study.
The score and the
grade point average are
the two most i m p o r t a n t
factors which determine
w h e t h e r a c a n d i d a t e will
be a d m i t t e d to a law
school as well as the prestige of the law school.
FRESHMEN
SHOULD
TAKE THE COURSE. Alt h o u g h course credit is
offered only one time, a
s t u d e n t may repeat the
course at no additional
tuition cost as often as
they wish during their enrollment at Rollins.
The
course
meets
every Wednesday for the

first eight weeks of the
Fall semester from 3:30 to
5:15 p.m. The remainder
of the term allows students to have private tutoring by the professors
w h o teach the course on
any sections of the practice tests offered in the
course.
The course is
t a u g h t by Rollins professors each of whom has expertise on the respective
parts of the LSAT examination. Tuition, including
books and practice test
materials, is $450 and, for
convenience, is a d d e d to
college tuition billings.
Interested students in
all classes are encouraged
to register for the course
immediately. Further information and formal
p r e l a w advising may be
obtained by contacting
Dr. Marvin Newman, Professor of Legal Studies
and Communication and
Director of the Rollins
College
Center
For
Prelaw Advising (mnewman@rollins.edu or at
CSS 147) and from the official Rollins College Pre
Law website.

If you or someone you know is
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JOIN LAMBDA PI ETA
SHINE WITH PRIDE
A T YOUR GRADUA TION!
more
August M> 2006

5:00 F M

CSS 170

* Lambda Pi Eta is the national honor society for undergraduate communication
majors and membership reflects the attainment of high academic goals.
*Lambda Pi Eta members are recognized at graduation by wearing the gold cords
that signify academic achievement and success.
•Application completion and transcription verification assistance will be provided.

2006^2007 Officers
Elizabeth Graver - President
Rhonda Shurtleff - Vice President, New Membership
Open - Vice President, Internal Communication
Tasha Walker - Vice President, External Communication
Rachel McNeill - Vice President, Marketing/Public Relations
Jennifer Raby - Co-Chair, Internal/External Communication
Kim Byerly - Co-Chair, Marketing/Public Relations
Beth Gebbia - Alumni Advisor
Dr. Sue Easton - Faculty Advisor

Ready to a&pfr now? G r e a t - d o n ' t wait! Please send your application, a
printed copy of transcript, and check for $38 to:
Dr. Sue Easton
Faculty Advisor, Lambda Pi Eta
1 0 0 0 Holt Avenue, Box 2 7 2 3
Winter Park, FL 32789

lease contact Elizabeth Graver, Chapter President, at egraver@rollins.edu

S P. JOHNSON
Winter Park, Fhrkia

...get help!!
\ • Call Personal Counseling at x6340
I After hours cafl Campus Security at x2999 and ask to speak to
\ a CONFIDENTIAL ADVOCATE
I
CONFIDENTIAL ADVOCATES W I L L :
• Provide confidential support
• Inform you of your choices and rights
• Assist you with academic concerns
• Make appropriate referrals
| Remember:
j • Do not blame yourself
\ • Do not change clothes or take a shower
I • Do not douche

The Rollins Advocacy Program also provides support for
victims of Physical Assault, Dating or Domestic Violence,
Emotional or Verbal Abuse, Sexual Harassment, Stalking
and Hate-based Harassment or Violence*

IMPORTANT EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Personal Counseling x6340
After Hours x 2 9 9 9 - Ask for a Confidential Advocate
Student Health Services x 2 2 3 5
24 Hour Hotline for Sexual Assault ( 4 0 7 ) 4 9 7 - 6 7 0 1

Remember: To maintain CONFIDENTIALITY,
ask for a CONFIDENTIAL ADVOCATE

ave a
uggesiiun r
Email The Sandspur with any
suggestions for improvement to:
management@thesandspur.org

SANDSPUR

TJ's Staff Extends a Warm Welcome to:
THE CLASS OF 2010 and
New Transfer Students
Visit Us on the Second Floor
of the Mills Building
for Comprehensive
Academic Support Services:
"Tutoring, Writing, Advising, Accommodations and More"
Office hours: M-F 8:30-5
Writing & Tutoring Service hours:
6 days a week, usually until 10 p.m.
for more information:
http://www.rollins.edu/tpj/
407 646-2354 (advising)
407 646-2308 (WC/tutoring)
Karen Hater, Director
Gloria Chandler, Admin. Ass't. — Advising
Mae Fitchett, Academic Enhancement Coordinator
Jenifer Leon, Intl. Student Services Coordinator
Stephanie Preston, Academic Advisor
Lisa Marsh, Disability Services Coordinator
Beth Davidson, Admin. Ass't. — WC/tutoring
Pete Ives, Writing Center Coordinator
Susie Robertshaw, Tutor Coordinator
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SPORTS@THESANDSPUR.ORG

Women's
Soccer
Aug. 25
Aug. 28
Sept. 1
Sept. 3
Sept. 8
Sept. 10
Sept. 14
Sept. 19
Sept. 23
Sept. 26
Sept. 30
Oct. 3
Oct. 6
Oct. 10
Oct. 14
Oct. 17
Oct. 20
Oct. 24
Oct. 27
Oct. 29

vs. Briar Cliff
vs. Flagler
vs. Alabama-Huntsville
vs. Montevallo
@ West Florida
@ Thomas University
@ Embry-Riddle
vs. Florida Southern
@ Palm Beach Atlantic
vs. Saint Leo
@ Barry
vs. Webber International
@ Eckerd
@ Tampa
vs. Florida Tech
vs. Nova Southeastern
@ Lynn
SSC Tournament
SSC Tournament
SSC Tournament

n's Soc:cer

5:00 PM
7:00 PM
5:00 PM
12:00 PM
5:00 PM
12:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
4:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
6:00 PM
3:00 PM

SUPPORT YOUR TARS! SUPPORT YOUR TARS! SUPPORT YOUR

Aug. 24
Aue. 23
J C U L . J.

m?
%

o

L
E
Y
B
L

SUPPORT YOUR TARS! SUPTORT YOUR

@ St Mary's (TX) Invitational vs. Co. School of Mines
@ St. Mary's (TX) Invitational vs. Valdosta St
@ St Mary's (TX) Invitational vs. U. Alaska-Anchorage
@ St. Mary's (TX) Invitational vs. St. Mary's
vs. Florida Gulf Coast
@ Armstrong Atlantic Tournament vs. UNC-Pembroke
@ Armstrong Atlantic Tournament vs. Presbyterian
@ Armstrong Atlantic Tournament vs. USGUpstate
@ Armstrong Atlantic Tournament vs. Francis Marion
vs. Barry
vs. Nova Southeastern
vs. Florida Tech
@ Flagler
@; Florida Gulf Coast
@ Saint Leo
@ Eckerd
@ Tampa
@ Nova Southeastern
@ Lynn
@; Carson -Newman Tournament vs. Newberry
@ Carson-Newman Tournament vs. Carson-Newman
@ Carson -Newman Tournament vs. Lenoir-Rhvne
@ Carson-Newman Tournament vs. USC-Aiken
vs. Florida Southern
@ Florida Tech
@ Barry
vs. Palm Beach Atlantic
vs. Lynn
vs. Saint Leo
vs. Eckerd
vs. Tampa

12:30 P M
5:30 P M
10:00 P M
3:00 P M
7:00 P M
1:00 P M
5:00 P M
11:00 A M
3:00 P M
7:00 P M
7:00 P M
7:00 P M
4:00 P M
7:00 P M
7:00 P M
4:00 P M
7:00 P M
2:00 P M
2:00 P M
4:00 P M
6:30 P M
10:00 A M
12:30 P M
7:00 P M
7:00 P M
7:00 P M
4:00 P M
2:00 P M
7:00 P M
7:00 P M
7:00 P M

TARS! SUPPORT YOUR TARS! SUPPORT YOUR TARS! SUPPORT YOUR TARS! SUPPORT YOUR TARS! SUPPORT YOUR TARS!

Cross Country
Sept. 8
Sept. 23
Sept. 29

@ Tampa Early Bird Classic
@ Embry-Riddle Invitational
@ Saint leo/Flrunners.com Invitational

5:00 PM
9:00 AM
5:30 PM

Oct. 13
Oct. 21

@ Stetson Invitational
^SC Championships (hosted by Nova Southeastern)

5:30 PM
8:00 AM

.. 4

7:00 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
2:30 PM
7:30 PM
2:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
2:00 PM

TARS! SUPPORT YOUR TARS! SUPPORT YOUR TARS! SUPPORT YOUR TARS! SUPPORT YOUR TARS!

Aug. 25
Aug. 25
Aug. 26
Aug. 26
Aug. 30
Sept 8
Sept 8
Sept 9
Sept 9
Sept 15
Sept. 16
Sept. 22
Sept. 23
Sept. 26
Sept. 29
Oct!
Oct. 5
Oct7
Oct. 8
Oct. 13.
Oct. 13
Oct 14
Oct. 14
Oct. 18
Oct. 20
Oct. 24
Oct. 28
Oct. 29
Oct. 31
Nov. 3
Nov. 4

V

i

Sept. 3
Sept. 8
Sept. 10
Sept. 16
Sept. 20
Sept. 23
Sept. 27
Sept. 30
Oct 4
Oct. 7
Oct. 13
Oct 18
Oct. 21
Oct. 24
Oct. 27
Oct. 29

vs. Clavton State
vs. Briar Cliff
vs. Alabama-Huntsville
vs. Montevallo
@ West Florida
@ Thomas University
vs. Palm Beach Atlantic
# Tampa
vs. Florida Southern
vs. Saint Leo
@ Barry
vs. Nova Southeastern
@ Eckerd
vs. Florida Tech
@ Flagler
@ Lvnn
SSC Tournament
SSC Tournament
SSC Tournament

\CAA Regional (at Memphis, Term.)

8:00 AM
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Give yourself a break

UVVlM a

^/T'O

4>UUUVVIl

just minutes from Rollins College.
• Pool deck with cabana featuring
Jenn-Aire® gas grill and full kitchen.
• Extensively landscaped grounds
with gazebo seating area.
• Controlled access entry panels
at all building entrances.
Intercom systems with auto dialer
to control visitor access.

• Beveled-edge laminate countertops
• Appliance package including
18 cubic refrigerator with ice maker,
glass top stove, dishwasher, disposal
and over-the-range microwave
• Washer and dryer
• New carpet

• Valet trash pick-up five days a week.

• Ceramic tile in wet areas

• Cable TV included.

• Brushed nickel finishes throughout

• New wood kitchen cabinets.

• Two-inch faux wood blinds in bedrooms

ms to Go Gift Card
the purchase of a Waterfall Cove Condo

WaterfallCoveAtWinterPark.com
407.645.4170
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Anybody can make history. Only a great man can write i
Oscar Wilde

Write history. Photograph history. Join The Sandspur.
Email editor@thesandspur.org for an application.

D O N ' T EXPECT YOUR LITTLE ONE TO SEND A SANDSPUR HOME WEEKLY.
W E FORGET.
PLUS, POSTAGE SERIOUSLY CUTS INTO CASH FOR "OTHER EXPENDITURES."
SUSCRIBE ONLINE AT WWW.THESANDSPUR.ORG.
READ T H E SANDSPUR FROM HOME. IN YOUR PJS.
A N D D O N ' T WORRY A B O U T G E T T I N G INK STAINS O N YOUR FINGERS.

